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The Aspect of Pain as Perseverence 

and the Irony of its Attempt


for Individuali in 


At a gl ance, ..:..T:..:h.::..e~=-=-..:..:..:::.:..:.-:::..:.:.:::........:::.:..:...=_-=-S.::..ea::.., by Ernest Hem; ngway, appears to 

be an ordinary story about an ordinary old man trying to catch a big, though 

ordinary fish. Welve heard a story of this nature told hundreds of times, 

being handed down from generation to generation by the wise, old grandfather 

trying to captify the young and impressionable grandson. Yet tile ending is 

a 1 ways tile same because tIle story is always about lithe one that got away. II 

I'Jell, for all practical purposes, Hem;ng\lJayls story can easily fit into this 

category. It IS about lithe one that got away, II if I may use the term in its 

loosest form, but to a person going beyond its superficial value, it ;s much 

more. 

\·~hat the "much more" is can easily be discussed in several volumes under 

various titles. A feat such as this would entail intense studying and 

research and be quite a task for the average individual, but a few authors 

have handled it very well. Some of the predominant themes that are topics 

of discussion include nature, courage, love, humility, conflict, romanticism, 

interdependence, independence, solidarity, individualism and Christianity. 
1 

These themes don1t contradict but are interwoven and parallel in many ways. 

A predominant theme that I see running through this story is that of 

pain as perseverence and the irony of its attempt for individuality. Though 

none of my sources specifically mentions this theme in a sUbstantial "'lay, I 

\lJill attempt to record my findings and observations along with some of the 

suggestions of my secondary sources. 1'1y a-im is to·prove that each of the 

three characters; Santiago, Manolin and the great Marlin experience pain, yet 
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it ~t the root or core. of their individuality to persevere, maintaining that 

individuality. tvly conclusion shows that although they persevere in times of 

pain, all of them fail in their search for individuality, not in the strict

est sense of the word "failure" but in an overall context. This statement 

might seem a little far-fetcfled, but I feel I have the l-iberty to make it 

by basing it on b/o quotes. The first, by HemingltJaY flimself, states: "I 

tried to make a real old man, a real boy, a real sea and a real fish and 
2 

sharks. But if I made them good and true enough they would mean many things. 

The second was stated by Ralph Waldo Emerson almost a hundred years earlier: 

"... the quality of the imagination is to flow, and not to freeze. For 

all symbols are fluxional; all language is vehicular and transitive, and is 
3 

good, as ferries and horses are, for conveyance, not ... for homestead. II 

I see these two quotes as giving me the necessary permission to dive into the 

book in order to catch my fish, so to. speak. 

As is the case with all written works of art. the book is divided into 

three parts - the before, during and after, or the introduction, climax and 

conclusion. Depending on the work and the style of the author, different 

degrees of emphasis are given to the different parts. With Hemingway, 

especially in this book, the during or the portion leading up to and includin 

the climax is allotted the most attention. That's not to say the other t\'iO 

are not important. All three work together to give meaning and understanding 

but the heart of the story, its life-giving force, lies in the center as the 

life-giving force of a human being, the heart, lies in the center of the body 

Santiago is a fisherman who has fished in the Gulf Stream_for eighty-

four days without catclring a fish. The first forty days he had been accompan ~d 

by his friend and companion, ~·1anolin. The rest of the time he is alone, 

placing his lines with precision into the depths of the sea. On the eighty
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fifth day he rows out farther than he ever did before and at noon the hook of 

the deepest line, the hundred-fathom one, is taken by a huge male marlin. 

The fish pulls the skiff to the northwest the rest of the day and all that 

night, and Santiago does all he can to hold on. This is what he was born to 

do; and in doing it, he is not just doing, but realizing his being. This 

action takes symbolic reverberation when Santiago humanizes and identifies 

with the great fish on the end of the line; His choice [the marli.n'~ hadII 

been to stay in the deep dark water far out beyond all snares and traps and 

treacheries. ~1y choice [Santiago'g was to go there to find him beyond all 

people. Beyond all people in the world. Now we are joined together and have 

been since noon. And no one to help either one of us" (p. 55). The first 

day. 

On the afternoon of the second day Santiago gets his first sight of the 

fish that he has been hooked to when the marlin breaks the water in a long 

saw-like leap. The antagonists confront one another for a split second, ~nd 

then the battle of skill and intelligence against brute and strength continue;. 

For a second night the marlin pulls the skiff steadily, while Santiago holds 

pressure on the line in spite of several accidents or disabilities he has 

acquired. Before dawn the marlin makes a desperate run, but it is to no avai 

The fish turns east to swin with the current. It begins to· circle and 

Santiago finally works it close enough to the boat to harpoon him on this, 

the third day. He secures the fifteen hundred plus pounds of fish to his 

boat and prepares to go home. 

Within an hour a great Mako shark arrives and takes a big chunk out of 

the marlin before Santiago is able to kill it. The bleeding marlin leaves an 

appetizing trail of blood behind the skiff and soon the scavenger sharks pick 

up the scent. Santiago clubs at them desperately until midnight, when he 
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loses his last weapon. The great fish is picked clean to the bone, and 

Santiago sails into the harbor late on the third night with the white skeletor 

of his catch riding high beside him. He beaches the skiff, shoulders the 

mast and stumbles his way back to the shack. Manolin brings him coffee later 

in the morning, and they make plans for further fishing. The old man goes ba( ~ 

to sleep to dream of lions playing on the beach. 

"He was an old man who fished alone in a skiff in the Gulf Stream and he 

had gone eighty-four days now without taking a fish ll (p. 9). This first line 

of the story already tells a lot. The man is old. alone and unlucky. These 

three words, in and of themselves, evoke one word. Pain. It is virtually 

impossible not to draw the correlation. But what is this pain? What does it 

mean to the old man and how does he handle it? If any author can put concre~

ness to the word, Hemingway can. The old man physically handles pain as he 

carries his mast, with the sail "... furled . like the flag of permanen 

def~atl' (p. 9). Compassion is immediately pulled from within us and we want 

to just reach out and tell him everything will be okay. But we can't because 

things are not okay right now. Hemingway knows it. The old man knows it. WE 

know it. The pain the old man has must be dealt with in a special kind of 

way. ltJith a dream, a hope. The dream that pain leads to perseverence, and 

that perseverence will eventually lead to his completeness, his individuality 

Setting one takes. place on land. The stage is formulated and the 

characters introduced. The old man's name is Santiago, or in the English 

translation, Saint James. We cantt say we know anything about the core of 

Santiago at this point, but if we go by the English translation, and the fact 

that Hemingway loved to play with names, much is already learned. Saint Jam~( 

was an ~postle of Christ. Apostle meaning one ·who has been sent on a mission 

by someone else. He started off as a disciple, a learner', then, as is the 
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basic cycle of Christianity, his discipleship lead to apostleship. He was 

a fisherman and was one of the three favored by Christ to witness several 

events, one be-ing Hi s transfiguration. Hi s ni ckname was Il sono f thunder. II 

Just by knowing these few points we get tile picture of what a special person 
4 

Santiago will turn out to be. 

The book does tell us about his physical appearance, though. He is a 

typical old man in the sense that he is thin and gaunt with deep wrinkles on 

the back of his neck. He has brown blotches of skin cancer from the sun, 

and deep creased scars on his hands. On the reverse side of the coin, and 

keeping with a knack of Hemingway's to predict older characters as younger 

people with youth-like qualities who thrill at the thought of adventure, he 

is atypical for he has pOltJerful shoulders, a strong neck and eyes that are 

the same color as the sea - cheerful and undefeated. You could almost say 
5 

that there are two men in one, and weill see this to be the actual case. 

But for now, the scene is low-keyed. 

Our first inkling into the uniqueness of Santiago comes when he says, 

"I am a strange old man" (p. 15). It is here that we learn of his desire to 

persevere. He is not just going to sit back. This Il strangeness" will take 

him beyond the realm of "oldness,1l a rea.lm Hemingway excellently explains. 

But at the present, he is what he is. He's a fisherman well equipped, but I 

wonder tf all his hooks are in his basket, metaphoric~lly speaking. Several 

times he says things which later prove to be fictions. Things like him 

wanting to take the cast net when it has been sold, or eating food which 

doesn't exist and reading newspapers that are probably ~eeks old. I think 

this can be brushed aside, though, not saying that it is irrelevant, but 

that it is common for a man of his age to do at times. At this stage in the 

game, Hemingway still has us guessing as to what is in store, and wondering 
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as to the mental capacity of Santiago. 


As we all have heros, Santiago's is the great DiMaggio. ~Je don It 


why at this point but we do know that there must be something special about 

DiMaggio that captivates the old man so. There's also the mention of Africa 

and hm"l Santiago has II ... seen the lions on the beaches in;,the eveningll 

(p. 24). Though this is a little vague too right now, our natural instinct 

is to equate lions with power. rl1aybe a hint. Maybe coincidence. But we do 

know that IIHe no longer dreamed of storms, nor of women, nor of great occur

ences, nor of great fish, nor fights, nor contests of strength, nor of his 

wife. He only dreamed of places now and of the lions on the beach. They 

played like young cats in the dusk and he loved them. II (p. 27). 

Scene two is where things come into perspective. The setting is on the 

Gulf of Mexico and the quest for the conquest begins to materialize. Santiag 

makes a break from the real ItJorld and turns to the IIrealerl1 one. It is here· 

that he seems to be at home. On the sea we meet h~s I1principal friends" 

(p. 32). The flying fish are the first to come into view. They pop in and 

out of the water as a cigarette would pop in and out of someone's mouth. For 

Santiago, these fish are very special. They are transcenders, able to go 

beyond their realm. You could say they have the best of both worlds. The 

flying fish give him strength, both mental and physical. The mental strength 

is attained by the fact til at he feels good when he sees them. The physical 

strength is attained by his eating them later on. The birds he feels sorry 

for and the man-of-~'lar he hates. Yet all work together to create II ... la 

mar, wHich is what people call her in Spanish when they love h~rl' (p. 32). 

Santiago is on such a personal basis with the sea tHat he ev~n:·talks to the 
6 

fish and birds just as primitive man might have done long ago. 

Santiago sets the baits with great precision. Some might say too much 
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precision but he believes in being prepared. It shows him to be a perfection 

ist yet, "Only I have no luck anymore. But \'Jho knows? Maybe today. Every 

day is a new day. It is better to be lucky~ But I would rather be exact. 

Then when luck comes you are ready" (p. 35). But who knows is right. One 

thing is for sure, though. He's anticipating and that is good for it shows 

that he has hope. 

It is"here on the sea that two changes take place. The first shows us 

that the old man acquires traits of the turtles. "~10st people are heartless 

about turtles because a turtle's heart will beat for hours after he has been 

cut up and butchered. But the old man thought, I h~ve such a heart too and 

my feet and hands are like theirs" (p. 40). \~hat is he saying to us? Is he 

anticipating again. only this time telling us that he' for~ees the pain he is 

going to be put through? 

Change two appears a 1 ittl e 1 ater on. "He di d not remember \'Jhen he had 

first started to talk aloud when he was by himself" (p. 43). This is a very 

crucial step in the development of the book. He becomes close to himself in 

that there's constant dialogue between him and his inrier being .. From here on 

it is going to be Santiago vs. Santiago. He pits himself against himself. 

He feels a bit self-conscious about this habit since he feels that others 

might think him crazy, but, then again, who is there to listen? He knows, 

though, that he is not crazy and this is more important than what others 

think. I find this to be most important because it is here that we have a 

split personality taking place. One might find it comical in its superficial 

sense, but it is here that the old man reaches inside of his being and pulls 

out that part of him that will help him persevere in time of pain. This 

monologue device varies the fabric of the narrative and eriablesSSaBU~go:ijjo 

express his feelings, thoughts, private dreams, and reminiscenes ina spon
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have to die to self in order to do it, but, he 1 s a strange old man. He 

thinks of only one thing: IIThat ~"hich I was born for" (p. 44), the answer to 

which is fishing. Since fishing is a symbolic or ritualistic activity aimed 

at some redemptive response, Santiago is saying that he was born to be re
7 

deemed. He was born to find and hold on to his individuality. 

The time has finally come. There 1 s a nibble, a tug, a hope. IINow, he 

said aloud and struck hard with both hands, gained a yard of line and then 

struck again and again, swinging with each arm alternately on the cord with 

all the strength of his arms and the p'tvoted \'Ieight of his body" (p. 48). 

The pain really begins. No longer is it only mental, but it materializes int( 

actual actualities. All of these actualities appear in the form of physical 

wounds. lIHe had pushed hi s strav.1 hat down on hi shead . and it was cutti I ~ 

down on' his face and made a cut below his eye ll (p. 57). IIHe felt the 1ine 

carefully with his right hand and noticed his hand was b1eedingl1 (p. 61). 

Later on, he carries on a conversation wiih his left hand, which hcis cramped. 

He talks to it almost as if expecting a response. I1How do you feel,hand?lI 

(p.64). IlHow does it go, hand? Or is it.'rtoo early to know?lI (p.65). 118e 

l1patient hand. I do this for you (p. 65). Then, he leaned back again c11. . Il

the line and now it burned his back and his left hand, and his left hand was 

taking all the strain and cutting badlyll (p. 90). 

As we can see from these wounds, HemingltJaY allowed the old man to be 

injured in four important spots; hi shead, eye and ri ght :and 1 eft hands. In 

everyday living, we rely heavily on these three parts of our body,'to keep us 

going. In fact, we would be functionless without the use of these important 

tools. This all becomes clear and comes into perspective when Santiago says, 
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, 

"pull hands, he thought. Hold up"Jegs. Last for me, head. last for mel! 

(p. 101). He calls upon them for cooperation. Santiago was definately in 

pain but he was determined to endure, so all else becomes secondary. The 

significance of this is to show that,'as mentioned earlier, we sometimes have 

to die to self in order to prove to ourselves or to others that 'vIe are good 

and we do have purpose and meaning in life, regardless of what others think 

or say. A hero can ouly prove his merit after he has been IIwounded" in some 

fashion by the experiences of life. In much of Hemingway's fiction, the 

wound is depicted as some physical hurt or foreshadows an emotional hurt. 

Accordingly, the I,rJQund itslef becomes just as much a certainty as death. The 
8 

two are inextricably bound together. 

Onf;!-to-one confrontation begins its play about three-quarters of the way 

into the story. "But you have not slept yet, old man, he said aloud. It is 

half a day and a night and now another day and you have not slept. You must 

devise a way so that you sleep a little... If you don't sleep you might 

become unclear in the head. 11m clear enough in the head, he thought. Too 

clear" (p. 85). "You better be fearless and confident yourself, old man, he 

said" (p. 92). These are just a few of the examples. This refusal to submit 

to defeat on any grounds illustrates the same principle that Christ did; both 

are the "undefeated. 1I Defeat signifies surrender ,of the ideal, and the true 
, 9 

Hemingway hero is the individual who never accepts the compromise. This 

section of the book gets very intense because we know every little thing that 
" 

goes on in Santiago's head. Hemingway allows us to dive in and be in the 

middle of the first set of antagonists, the ordinary old man and the extra

ordinary old man, or the parent-side telling the child-side what to do. There 

is a tendency in time of intenseness and aloneness to consult yourself for 

advice and direction, and Santiaqo does a good job with it~ At times a man 
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must depend upon himself alone in order to assert his manhood, and the assert 

ion of his manhood, in the face of insuperable obstacles, is the complete end 
10 

and justification of his existence for the Hemingway hero. 

Where does Santiago get all this energy, though, to endure all his pain? 

It is true that his parent side keeps him going but there is something else 

that plays a big part too. Actually, there are three things, and all relate 

to flashbacks or dreams. At one point in the book he says, IIBut I must have 

confidence and I must be worthy of the great DH1aggio who does all things 

perfectly even with the pain of the bone spur in his heel ~ (p. 75). This 

fl ashback does two tlli ngs. Fi rst of all, DH1aggi 0 was a baseba11 player and 

the symbol of baseball, as is the case with all sorts of sports, irilplies unit , 
11 

camaraderie. One supports the other for a common goal - to win. Secondly, 

DiMaggio played oui the last years of his glorious career severely handicappe~ 

by the pain of a bone spur in his heel, yet he always displayed his individua 

greatness as part of his team, one to whom the team was always more important 
12 

than himself. So, Santiago looks to DiMaggio and his determination in 

order to gain strength. He later goes on to say, IIWhat is a bone spur'! 

(p. 75)? This shows us that even though he has no idea what it is, he still 

sees it as an implement to total physical completeness. It is a handicap tha 

Di~aggio has conquered. A handicap that Santiago sees as far surpassing the 

obstacle he is faced with, so he feels much better in knowing that if DiMaggi( 

has overcome something as that, he has at least a half-way chance in dealing 

with his. 

The second appears a 1 ittl e further on. '.'As the sun set he remembered, 

to give himself more confidence, the time in the tavern at Casablanca when he 

had played the hand game [arm wrestling? with the negro froP,l Cienfeugos who 

was the strongest man on the docks " (po 76). Where the first flashback gives 
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him the strength to persevere, thi s fl ashback gi ves him the cour-age.to \tJl n. 

The match between he and the negro went on and on, and even though things 

looked bad for awhile, Santiago was the victorious one. He was faced with 

unbeatable odds yet h~ took the bull by the horns. Santiago is in the proces 

of letting go of all his former ideals and creating a new self, which is not 
13 

an easy task. 

The third flashback is a frequent recurrent dream of his and welve~ 

heard it before. IIAfter that he began to dream of the long yellow beach and 

he saw the first of the 1 ions come down onto tt in thee.cfi:lY<,dar-kamL then tht 

other 1 ions came and he rested his chin on the wood of the bows \vhere the shi~ 

lay anchored with the evening off-shore breeze and he waited to see if there 

would be more lions and-he was happyll (p. 90). Dreaming, whether of lions or 

whatever~ may represent not only a nostalgic return to the strength of one's 
14 

youth but al so a desire for immortal ity. In some cases ,the 1 ion in a dr:ean 

might be a manifestation of cowardice, and its appearance in the dream 
15 

represents the force which must be overcome. Whatever the answer is, III 

wish ... I could sleep and dream about the lions, he thought. vJhy are the 

lions the main thing that:isleft ll (p. 73)1 I see a simple answer to this 

question. The lions are the main thing because it is through them that he 
. 

faces and conquerss any fears he might have. In conquering that,Lhe will havE 

no problem in obtaining the strength or courage he needs in order to use his 

other two flashbacks to their potential. With this dream, Santiago finds 

himself to be in control of the situation even though dt doesn't seem that waj 

at times. And all three reoccurrences work together to build up confidence ir 

time of pain, assuring him that if he just holds on he will attain his 

Itpersonhood.1I 

Santiago is not the only one on the quest for the attainment of IIperson

http:Itpersonhood.1I
http:cour-age.to
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hood. II The other important character in the story is hi s young fri end, 

Manolin, who is in the same boat metaphorically speaking. We never know his 

true age}yet, age wouldnlt matter to Manolin since he appears to be very 

mature. Santiago says of him, "You are already a man" (p. 12). In the rite 

of initiation into the adult world; Manolinls role is important because ~e 

fulfills the part of a youth in-so-far as he is a person trying to come to 

terms with himse1f. He struggl es through 1 ife, tryi ng to make sense and orde 
16 

out of the world and trying to relate them to his life.· Though his physica 

presence in the book is limited to the beginning and end of the story, we see 

him to be a life-giving force to the old man. He is a follower of SantiagoJs 

loves him very much, and even plays along vlith. (or flatters) him in regard to 

some of their discussions in the first part of the book. "But tbey::went <. 

t[]rCiagh:,this fiction every day" (p.l?). He is the old manls crutch and, in 

fact, he seems to be his only true friend. While the other fishermen laugh a 

Santiago, Manolin stands behind him. Manolin, from the Spanish, mano, hand, 

is a stronghold. [\1anolin is different. He is persistent. It is not everyda 

that one sees a younger boy trailing after an older man, yet he has a reason. 

Yes, Manolin is on a quest for individuality, but he takes a different. 

approach than Santiago does. Manolin knows that Santiago obtains knowledge 

that he cannot get anywhere else. This knowledge is the key to understanding 

and he is determined. He mainta"ins his part in society "in-so-far as he is 

obedient to his papa, or to Ihil11" as is the occasional reference. In fact, i 

seems that his only tie with his real father is biological, and never is then 

reference to any other family member. Hel~ adopted Santiago, feels his pain 

and deals with his own by befriending him, but his fulfillment is found in 

Santiagols fulfillment. If Santiago succeeds, Manolin succeeds. He would 

rather fish "Jith the old man, but since he, Santiago, is "salos" - the worst 
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form of unlucky - he must contend to sticking with a luckier boat, at least 

for now. And taking into account that Santiago calls out for the boy nine 

times throughout the book, calling for his strength in times of trouble, it 
17 

would seem like Santiago would rather be with Manolin also. 

Santiago and Manolin are men because of their codes of honor. Each is 

an idealist, and fishing is more than an occupation, it is a way of life. 

Their philosophy is based not on competition, but on love, loyalty. and 

respect.Their loyalityhas a biblical basis to it. Just as Christ1s disciples 

were to loyal to Him, so Manolin is loyal to Santiago. And as Christ was 

loyal to His disciples, so Santiago is loyal to Manolin. In its tEuest sense, 

Christ was an apostle because He was sent on a mission by God. So .. too is 

Santiago Christ-like, with his own mission to fulfill. He has humility, a 

rare quality. Early in the story the boy gives him food and the old man 

accepts it and thanks him. IIHe was too simple to wonder when he had attained 

humility. But he knew he had attained it and he knew it was not disgraceful 

and it carried no loss of true' pride ll (p. 14). 

Faith is another topic which ;s discussed in the first part of the book. 

Several references are made to it, such as Santiago1s reply to f4anolin, III 

know you did not leave me because you doubted ll (p. 10). Then there1s the 

statement, "We have faith" (tr>. 11). As \AJe understand it, fa itll i sone of 

Christainity's major virtues. Nothing can exist without it. Not always are 

there tangible objects to which the senses can appeal so the mind takes over 

and satisfies the senses Witll faith, a powerful five-letter word. But wnat 

is it that the old man and the boy have faith in? The answer to this question 

contains one of the major ideas of this book. The old fisherman and the boy

value human relationships and the pain they entail above materialism. 

It is now time to discuss what it is that Santiago wishes to succeed -in. 
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It is pretty obvious, especially if one has already read the book, or the 

introduction to this thesis for that matter, but I have labored in not mentior 

ing it again at all up until this point. Santiago wants to catch the big fis~ 

and he goes beyond all realms to do it. We will later see, though, that by 

going out beyond all people in the \'/orld, the old man reflects Hemingway's 

feeling that in his individualism and his pride and his need, man inevitably 

goes beyond his true place in the world and thereby brings violence and 
18 

destruction on himself and others. But for now, the fish turns out to be a 

marlin and it plays a very significant part in the book as well as this thesis 

because it is the source of both of their individualities and no pain is too 

much so as not to persevere in that quest. The marlin wants to survive and 

so does Santiago. 

Santiago knows that this II survival of the fittestll will not be easy, 

though. He tries to avoid the issue by being a little comical when he says, 

IIEat it £the baiQ so that the point of the hook goes into your heart and kill 

you ll (p. 48), but Santiago is well aware that things won't happen that easily. 

He must fight for what he wants. 

The great fish becomes a friend and an enemy. It has a mind of its own 

with an instinct to survive, to win. Even though the marlin remains underwate 

for most of the story, it seems to know what is going on above. L-Jhile Santiag~ 

is busy talking to a bird and has his defenses dovln, II ••• the fish gave a 

sudden lurch that pulled the old man down onto the bow and would have pulled 

him overboard if he had not braced himself and given some line ll (p. 61). Not 

such a stupid fish after all. 

Just as the other fish and fowl of the sea are his brothers, so too is 

the marlin. Santiago says at one pOint, "I ~'Jish I could feed the fish, he 

thought. He is my brother II (p. 65). He feels sorry for it. Santiago even 
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equates human qualities to it: "But he seems calm, he thought, and follo\'Jing 

his plan" (p. 66). The tvJO appear to be on an equal basis. 

Finally, the second set of antagonists face eachother. 

liThe 1 ;ne:t'r'ose', slo\'Jly ,and': steadHy and then the 
surface of the ocean bulged ahead of the boat 
and the fish came out. He came out unendingly 
and water poured from his sides. He was bright 
in the sun and his head and back were dark purple 
and in the sun the stripes on his sides showed 
wide and a light lavender. His sword was as 
long as a baseball bat and tapered like a rapier 
and he rose his full length from the water and 
then re-entered it smoothly, like a diver and 
the old man saw the great scythe-blade of his 
tale go under and the line commenced to race out ll (p. 69). 

Three things are important here. We know the water poured from his side. A 

possible reference to Christ? We know his head and back were dark purple. 

Purple is the color of pain. Thirdly, we know his sword was as long as a 

baseball bat. This reference goes back to the baseball analogy and tells us 

that the fish possesses the strength to hit his own home run and bl,ow Santiag( 

out of the ball-game. Santiago realizes this when he says, III must never let 

llhim.learn his strength nor what he could do if he made his run (p. 70). He 

later clarifies this: "But thank God, they are not as intelligent as we who 

kill them; although they are more noble and more able ll (p. 70). More noble i 

right. When it comes down to it, the two of them are fighting in its rawest 

sense. The marlin knows not how to connive nor to be unjust. Hels just usin 

his resources and taking his pain in stride. Santiago, on the other hand, 

knows how to connive, but he doesnlt have the resources to do it. Both are 

fighting on equal ground. But the marlinls quest to nlaintain its individual

ity still exists. It is not going to throw the towel in. 

Santiagols humility shines forth once again. "He was comfortable but 

suffering, although he did not admit the suffering at all II (p. 71). He goes 
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on to say, !lAnd pain doesn't matter to a man ll (p. 93}. ~Je begin to wonder 

here \1hat Santiago truly is. Yes, we know he is a mall, but it is very 

unusual for him to take such a licking and keep on ticking. He just doesn1t 

seem to give up and the struggle still continues. We1re reminded once more 

that Santiago is not the young superman he portrays to be. !lHis old legs and 

shoulders pivoted wit 11 the swinging of the pullingll (p. 95). Hemingway re

"inserts this l1ere to assure us that he is not a twenty-four year-old, which 

we might have had tile tendency to believe up until this point. 

The end is almost near and Santiago basic~lly claims victory when he say, 

"Fish, fish you are going to to have to die any\tJay. Do you have to kill me 

too" (p. 101)? He answers this when he says, lIyou are killing me, fish, the 

old man thought. But you have a right to. Never have I seen a greater, or 

more beautiful, or a calmer or more noble thing than you, brother. Come on 

and kill me. I do not care who kills who ll (p. 102). The two really become 

one. Santiago is so tired that he doesn't care .who the winner is, but some

thing important takes place here. The equation of the two is fulfilled and 

proved when Ile says, "Keep your head cl ear and knm1 how to suffer 1i ke a man. 

Or a fi sh, he tho!Jght II . (p. 102). Sufferi ngs combi ne as well as i ndi vi dua1 

entities and the two become one big pain, no pun intended. 

The saddest part in the whole book takes place next. Here, the battle i~ 

over.and a victor is declared. There is the thrusting of the harpoon into thE 

marlin's heart, "Then the fish came alive, with his death in him, and rose 

high out of the water showing all his great length and width and all his powe 

and beauty. He seemed to hang in the air above the old man in the skiff. 

Then he fell into the water with a crash that sent spray over the old man and 

and over all of the skiff ll (p. 104). 

The marlin is dead. His pain has caused him to pull all his resources 
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together and persevere in his attempt for the maintaining of his individualit , 

but he failed. He failed gracefully, though. He could have easily just rollEd 

over dead, but it was not of his nature to do. so. He was beautiful. He was 

powerful, so his death dance had to ,be a fantastic display of both ,before 

consenting to defeat. Youcould'\~saj fie:'went"'out in style. 

Santiago, on the other hand, is very:;rnu:cn·aliv·e. His pain has also 

caused him to pull a11 hi s resources together and persevere in hi s attempt fa 

the maintaining "~'f-~;j.6,AAB~v-4Elual-it:y, amI· for nQw-·llesl:Jcceeds. His failure 

comes later, when the sharks arrive and eventually pick the great marlin 

clean to the bone. True, he has defea-ted' and It/on the battle, but all he has 

to show for it is bones, and that just isn't enough for Santiago. But though 

his prize was prostituted, their oneness (their link or bond) is still presen 

"He did not like to look at the fish anymore. since he had been mutilated. 

~~hen the fi sh had been hit it was though he himself were hit II (p. 113). 

"But man is not made for defeat, he said. A,man can bedes~royed but no 

defeated" (p. 114). Hell, Santiago wa,s destroyed and he was defeated. His 

individuality was rooted in bringing the fish back whole, and he failed too. 

He now regrets killing the marlin in the first place. "He was past everythinc 

now and he sailed the skiff to make his home port as well as intelligently as 

he could. In the night sharks hit the carcass as someone might pick up 

crumbs from the table. The old man:;paid no attention to anything except 

steering " (p. 132). The great marlin is unlike the other fish which the old 

man catches; he is a spiritual more than a physical necessity. Now, neither 

one of those needs were met. In killing the great marl"in and in losing him 

to the sharks, the old man bears the sins into which men inevitably fall by 
19 

goi ng far out beyond thei r depth, beyond the; r tr.ue place in 1ife ~ But 

he never admits to himself what happened, though. "And what beat you, he 
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thought: Nothing, he said aloud. I ItJent out too far ll (p. 133). This avoi.d

ing is a form of escapism and it only proves all the more that Santiago has 

failed. 

Back on 1and we get more references to Chri st. IIHe shoul ders the mast 

and starts to cl imb ll (p. 133). He stops, looks back, then starts up again. 

At the top he falls and lies down for some time. He t~ies to get up but if 

is too difficult. He sits down five times before reaching the shack. There, 

IIHe slept face down on the newspapers with his arms straight out and the palm 

of his hands Upll (p. 134). Thii is final proof right here that Santiago has 

failed in his search for individuality. If we remember our Catholic teaching 

Christ crucified on the cross was nailed back-down. This is the symbol of 

lithe ItJinll over the odds. Santiago was not on his ba.ck. He was lying prostra =, 
the symbol of lithe 10ss,1I the symbol of fa-ilure.· 

Manolin experiences his pain again after Santiago returns. It hurts him 

to see the 01 d man so. liThe boy sa\v that the 01 d man was breathi ng and then 

he saw the old manls hands and he started to cryll (p. 134). He tries to be. 

strong but he~ too~ knows his quest for individuality, which lied in Santiago 

bringing the whole fish home, has failed. The two of them start from scratch 

again only this time, Manolin is determined to spend his days with the old 

man, 1 earni ng everythi ng and hel pi ng as much as he can. liThe hell with 1 uck, 

the boy said. 1111 bring the luck with mell (p. 137). 

The idea of death permeates or lies behind all of the characterls actions. 

This view involves Hemingwayls concept that II when you are dead, you are dead. 1 

There is nothing more. If man cannot accept a life or reward after death, the 

emphasis must then be on obtaining or doing or performing something in this 

particular life. If death ends all activity, if death ends all knowledge and 

consciousness, man must seek his reward here and now. Santiago tried to reacr 
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that reward, thus being re-born into himself and maintaining his individualit\. 

This time, he failed. Maybe next time, if there is one, there will be real 

victory, but in the meantime, liThe old man was dreaming about the lions ll 

(p. 140). 
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